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EXCITING LINE-UP FOR SHA SPRING CONFERENCE
Join us amid the ‘dreaming spires’ of Oxford

The SHA will be hosting its most ambitious Conference to date in Spring 2019. Members and visitors are
advised to book early to avoid disappointment.

lecture on two famous former directors of the Observatory: Le Verrier, Arago, and the Bureau des Longitudes.

The Conference, which will be held on Saturday 13
April 2019 at St Anne’s College, Woodstock Road,
Oxford, will be a joint event between the SHA, the
Paris Observatory, and the Astronomical Society of
France (SAF). An exciting line-up of international
speakers and topics will be a central feature of the proceedings.

Director of Research at the French National Centre
for Scientific Research (CNRS), David VallsGabaud, based at the Paris Observatory, will speak
about Herschel’s Least Known Telescope.

William Sheehan, well-known historian of astronomy and author of many books, will be joining us from
the USA to speak on The Discovery of the Outer Planets.
Ian Ridpath, Editor of The Antiquarian Astronomer
journal and prolific author and broadcaster, will deliver
a History of the Constellations.
Joining us from France will be Jean-Claude Berçu,
a board member of the Astronomical Society of France
(SAF), who will speak on the most spectacular comet
of the nineteenth century: Donati’s Comet over Balliol
& Trinity Colleges, Oxford (5 Oct 1858).
We will hear from the former Chairman of the SHA,
Bob Bower, about A Tale of Three Williams – the Mirror Making & Testing of Herschel, Rosse & Lassell.

Shorter talks by Eddie Carpenter (on Isaac Roberts
& Dorothea Klumpke) and Daniel Ravier (Use of the
Jacob’s Staff – see page 13) are also included.
We are confident that this Conference will be one of
the best ever events of the Society, but, if that was not
enough, it will be preceded on Friday 12 April by
expert guided tours around some of the most interesting astronomical history sites in Oxford. The tours will
take in a visit to the Old Radcliffe Observatory, a look
behind the scenes at the Oxford Museum of the History of Science, as well as visits to the stunning Christ
Church Library and the birthplace of the Royal Society, Wadham College (variously led by Allan Chapman, Jeff Burley, Lee Macdonald, Ken Taylor, Christopher Taylor, and Roger Hutchins).
Topping off the day of
tours, there will be a Conference Dinner at St Anne’s
College on Friday Evening.

Suzanne Débarbat, the well-known historian
from the Paris Observatory, will give an authoritative
SHA website: http://www.shastro.org.uk/

Booking
details
inside
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FUTURE SHA MEETINGS
2019 SPRING CONFERENCE
A 2-day joint event between the SHA, the Paris Observatory, and the Astronomical Society of France.
Fri 12 Apr – Sat 13 Apr 2019 at St Anne’s College,
Woodstock Road, Oxford, OX2 6HS.
The Conference continues the Anglo-French collaboration, which started when the SHA took part in an enjoyable joint conference at the Paris Observatory on 6 7 April 2017 (including various visits).
The provisional schedule is:
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Optional accommodation will be available in St
Anne’s College at the accommodation booking website. The promotional code is ASTRO27685
To register for the Conference and/or tour, please contact Gerard Gilligan at meetings@shastro.org.uk.

2019 SUMMER PICNIC
This will be on Saturday 29 Jun 2019 at the Norman Lockyer Observatory, Sidmouth, Devon. Further
details on page 9.

2019 AUTUMN CONFERENCE & AGM
This will be on Saturday 26 Oct 2019 at the Birmingham and Midland Institute.

Fri 12 Apr 2018
Morning & Afternoon: An expert guided walking tour
around sites of interest in the history of astronomy,
including magnificent college facilities not normally
accessible.
A behind-the-scenes visit to the Oxford Museum of
the History of Science.
A guided tour around the historic Radcliffe Observatory.
The cost of the Friday tour will be £17 per head to
SHA members. Due to restricted space at some of the
historic sites, the maximum number on the walking
tour will be 30 persons.
Evening: Conference Dinner (optional – sep. charge).
Saturday 13 Apr 2018
The Spring Conference
The exciting line-up of speakers includes:
William Sheehan (USA) on The Discovery of the
Outer Planets
Ian Ridpath (UK) on Pictures in the Sky: History of
the Constellations
Bob Bower (UK) on A tale of three Williams: Mirror
making/testing methods of Herschel Rosse & Lassell
David Valls-Gabaud (France) on Herschel’s least
known large telescope
Suzanne Débarbat (France) on Leverrier, Arago and
the Bureau des Longitudes
Jean-Claude Berçu (France) on Comet Donati
Eddie Caroenter (UK) on Isaac Roberts & Dorothea
Klumpke
Daniel Ravier (France) on Use of a Jacob’s Staff
The Saturday Conference fee will be £10 for SHA
members and £15 for non-members.

SHA COUNCIL
The current SHA Officers & Council are:

Honorary Council Members
Hon President Dr Allan Chapman
Hon Vice-Pres. Dr Michael Hoskin
Hon Vice-Pres. Prof. Sir Arnold Wolfendale, FRS

Council Members
Chairman Gerard Gilligan
Vice-Chair (& e-News Editor) David Sellers
General Secretary Laura Carroll
Treasurer Geoff King
Membership Secretary Graham Jones
Editors, SHA Bulletin Carolyn Kennett/ Len Adam
Publicity Officer vacant
Survey Coordinator Kevin Johnson
Online Editor John Chuter
Librarian James Dawson
Meetings Organiser vacant

Co-opted Officers (non-Council)
Editor, The Antiquarian Astronomer Ian Ridpath
Archivist vacant
Assistant Librarian Carolyn Bedwell
Historical Records Officer Anthony Kinder

SHA COUNCIL MEETINGS
The following SHA Council meetings are scheduled
for 2019:
Sat 23 Feb 2019, 10.30 am, Birmingham (BMI)
SHA members are very welcome to attend Council
meetings as observers. Please let the General Secretary know in advance, if you wish to do so.
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SHA PUBLICATIONS
SHA e-News
The next issue of the e-News is due in early May
2019. If you know of any meetings, publications, exhibitions or events pertaining to the history of astronomy
that might interest other members, please email brief
details to the Editor.
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Back issues (except for the last 2 years) and guidelines for contributions are available from the Bulletin
web page.
It is usually prudent to check with the Editors before
preparing items where duplication is a possibility (e.g.
book reviews). Back issues of the Bulletin (and its
predecessor: SHA Newsletter) are now indexed on the
Abstract service of SAO/ NASA. Enter “SHAN” as the
‘Journal Code’ at
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/bib_abs.html
It is hoped that in the near future, scanned copies of
the original articles will be accessible in the same way.

THE ANTIQUARIAN ASTRONOMER
Issue 12 of The Antiquarian Astronomer appeared
at the beginning of June 2018.

Back issues and guidelines for contributions are
available from the e-News web page.

SHA BULLETIN
All members should have received issue 30 of the
Bulletin in September 2018.

It contains the following papers:
Robert Aglaé Cauchoix (1776-1845) and his large
achromatic object-glasses, by Françoise Launay
Two important cases of the irradiation illusion in
astronomy, by William Sheehan
Two Chessmen of Mars: Edgar Rice Burroughs and
Eugène-Michel Antoniadi, by Richard McKim

Members with email addresses should also have received a temporary link to a digital version.
Contributions to the Bulletin are most welcome, including letters which can be on any aspect of the Society or the history of astronomy. Issue 31 is due in
April 2019.

Note: the first six issues of The Antiquarian Astronomer have been online at NASA’s ADS service
since the start of 2015. Type “antas” into the box at the
top marked Journal Name/Code on this page
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/bib_abs.html
The next issue is due in June 2019. Members and
others wishing to submit material for future issues of
The Antiquarian Astronomer should contact Ian Ridpath (Editor) at ian@ianridpath.com. Guidance for
authors and some back issues can be found on The Antiquarian Astronomer web page.
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SHA LIBRARY NEWS
The SHA library now has over 2500 books dedicated
to the history of astronomy and related subjects, numerous journals, as well as miscellaneous items including letters, meeting programmes, conference proceedings and the like.
Outside the legal deposit libraries, the SHA Library
has one of the most extensive history of astronomy
collections in any library in the British Isles. It is
unique in having a collecting policy, totally focussed
on history of astronomy, that includes not only the latest popular and scholarly works, but also the active
acquisition of second-hand books, astronomical
ephemera, and the preservation of the works of lesser
known British astronomers and authors.
Some of the library’s new additions:
 Bhathal, RS. Under the Southern Cross : a brief history of astronomy in Australia (1991)
 Boyd, SL. Portrait of a binary : the lives of Cecilia
Payne and Sergei Gaposchkin (2014)
 Butcher, HR. An Astronomer’s Life. (2015)
 Goodman, M. The Sun and the Moon: The Remarkable True Account of Hoaxers, Showmen, Dueling
Journalists, and Lunar Man-bats in NineteenthCentury New York (2008)
 Hetherington, NS. Cosmology: Historical, Literary, Philosophical, Religious and Scientific Perspectives (1993)
 Hill, P. Stargazing : memoirs of a young lighthouse
keeper (2003)
 Horrocks, J. Venus Seen
on the Sun (2012)
 Jones, B. Yearbook of Astronomy 2019 (2018)
 Macdonald, L. Kew Observatory & the evolution of
Victorian science, 1840-1910 (2018)
 Madsen, C. The Jewel on
the Mountaintop: The
European Southern Observatory through Fifty Years
(2012)
 Massey, R. Moon: The
Art, Science and Culture
of the Moon (2018)
 Mosley, A. Bearing the
Heavens: Tycho Brahe and
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the Astronomical Community of the Late Sixteenth
Century (2007)
 Murdin, P. Rock Legends : the asteroids and their
discoverers (2016)
 Orchiston, W. John Tebbutt: Rebuilding and
Strengthening the Foundations of Australian Astronomy (2016)
 Schorn, RA. Planetary Astronomy: From Ancient
Times to the Third Millennium (1998)
 Simek, R. Heaven and earth in the Middle Ages : the
physical world before Columbus (1996)
Some recent donations[donor in square brackets]:
 Holosova, A. History of the
Observatory at the University
of Trnava 1756 – 1785 (2013)
[Stanislav Sisulak]
 Porter, JG. Yearbook of Astronomy 1962 (1961)

Library opening schedule for the coming months:
Wed 13th February 2019
Friday 15th March 2019
Monday 15th April 2019
Tuesday 14th May 2019
Monday 10th June 2019
Friday 19th July 2019
Wed 14th August 2019
If there is a specific date you would like to use the library let us know and we will try to accommodate this.
On library open days the door will be open between
10am and 3pm, but invariably it is open between 9am
and 6pm but please do contact the library in advance of
a visit.
The revised catalogue of books in the library is available and a link to this can be found on the library page
of the SHA's website as a downloadable Excel spreadsheet – if you have trouble viewing the catalogue let us
know and we can arrange to send it to you in an alternative format.
If you want to know more about the library or its
stock, or if you'd like help with your research or finding a book or article, or other library-related matter,
please do contact James and Carolyn who would love
to hear from you.
James Dawson, SHA Librarian
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CHAIRMAN’S CHAT
As this is the first e-News of 2019, may I wish you a
Happy New Year, and what a Happy New Year it
promises to be for the Society!
Firstly I have to mention the Spring Conference within
the city of Oxford to be held in early April. More
complete details will be mentioned elsewhere in this
issue of the e-News, but I do hope you will consider a
booking for what has been described as perhaps a one
off event for the SHA when you consider the international line-up of speakers, from US, UK and France,
plus the evening dinner on the Friday, and the specially arranged walking tour of historic Oxford during
the daytime on Friday. This will go behind the scenes
of many museums and buildings with walls and floors
steeped in astronomical history. In fact, interest in this
tour has been so great that consideration is being given
to repeating this aspect of the two-day meeting later in
the year. Sadly my only regret is that I’m unable to
join the tour myself, but only due to my need to travel
down from Liverpool on that very day.
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missing out on receiving our publications, the highly
praised “The Bulletin” (No31), and “Antiquarian Astronomer” (Issue 13) and yes e-News. So to those of
you yet to renew your SHA membership, the cost of
which has been kept unchanged for another year,
please renew very soon, and continue to be part of the
Society’s success during this historic year, plus continue to receive the many benefits the SHA provides.
Gerard Gilligan.
February 2019

LIBRARY PURPOSE AND AIMS
A sub-committee of the SHA Council is currently
looking into updating the policy and aims of our Library. These were originally decided and published in
a newsletter in November 2002 (page 9). There have
been various minor changes from time to time. If you
have opinions or suggestions on this topic, we would
be delighted to hear from you. Please email your
thoughts to our Librarian, James Dawson.

SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR 2019 DUE
Please note that SHA annual subscriptions for 2019 are
now due. There is still time to renew your payment, so
as to not lose out on receiving the SHA’s printed publications: the Bulletin (2 copies a year) and The Antiquarian Astronomer (1 copy a year), as well as reduced entry fees to our events.

NEW MEMBERS
We also have great plans for the SHA summer picnic
to be held in June at the Norman Lockyer Observatory,
at Sidmouth, Devon. Sunny, hot days may appear to be
months away, but that’s a visit I’m personally looking
forward to. More details will be made available later in
the year. This year will see many astronomical, and
spaceflight anniversaries, among them the 100 th anniversary of the formation/establishment of the International Astronomical Union (IAU) in 1919, and significantly the 50th anniversary of the first manned moon
landing in 1969, an event that sowed the seeds of an
astronomical interest in many people of school age,
and I count myself as one of them. The SHA will mark
this giant historical step for mankind by holding a special lunar-themed Autumn Conference in October at
Birmingham, but again more details will be made
known as this busy year continues.
So I do hope you will join the SHA Council and
other members at these many events, and not to forget

We are pleased to give a warm welcome to the following new members who have joined since the
previous issue of SHA e-News:
Mr William McGovern, GLASGOW
Mr David Roper, WIRRAL
Mrs Helen Roper, WIRRAL
Mr Colin Swinton, Great Ouseburn, YORK
Dr Peredur Williams, EDINBURGH
Mr Gary T Billington, LIVERPOOL
Ms Karen Moran, UK Astronomy Technology
Centre, Royal Observatory, EDINBURGH
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FORTHCOMING BOOKS
NOTICED
Mathematical Instruments in the Collections of the
Bibliotheque Nationale de France (bilingual edition),
by Anthony Turner (BnF Éditions/Brepols), Jan 2019,
pp.335 (hardback, ~£118), ISBN 9782503568058
Although several
mathematical instruments of the first importance are contained
in the collections of the
Bibliothèque Nationale
de France, few of them
are well known. The
primary aim of the present work is therefore
to make them available,
through detailed descriptions and ample
photographs, to all who concern themselves with the
development of mathematical instrumentation. European armillary spheres are listed because of their close
connection with the mathematical art of astronomy/astrology, as are two Arab-islamic solid celestial
spheres because of their intrinsic relation with astrolabes from the same area. Complete balances are included in the catalogue, but the extensive collection of
monetary weights has been left to one side together
with details of the, often miscellaneous, weights in
boxed-sets for money-changing. Within the various
sections into which the catalogue is divided, items are
arranged in as strict a chronological order as is possible, given the uncertainty of dating for some of them,
without respect to their place of origin.
The Moon: A Past and Future History, by Oliver
Morton (Economist Books), May 2019, pp.192 (hardback, £20.00), ISBN 9781788162548
Every generation has
looked up from the Earth
and wondered at the beauty
of the Moon. 50 years ago,
a few Americans became
the first to do the reversewith the whole world
watching through their
eyes.
In this short but wideranging book, Oliver
Morton explores the
history and future of
humankind's relationship
with the Moon. A counterpoint in the sky, it has
shaped our understanding of the Earth from Galileo to
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Apollo. Its gentle light has spoken of love and
loneliness; its battered surface of death and the cosmic.
For some, it is a future on which humankind has turned
its back. For others, an adventure yet to begin.
Advanced technologies, new ambitions and old
dreams mean that men, women and robots now seem
certain to return to the Moon. What will they learn
there about the universe, the Earth-and themselves?
And, this time, will they stay?
Copernicus Banned The Entangled Matter of the
Anti-Copernican Decree of 1616, by Natacha Fabbri
(editor) (Ad Ilissum), Mar 2019, pp.280 (hardback,
£30.00), ISBN 9788822265845
This book, consisting
of nine essays on the
causes, on the figures
involved and on the
consequences of the
decree, sheds light on
various philosophical,
theological, political
and cultural aspects of
the discussions that
arose around the
'temerity' of
Copernicanism and
that eventually led to
its prohibition by the
Church. These chapters form a mosaic whose pieces
contribute to completing the picture outlined by other
studies, while also adding new meaning to the overall
scenario.
This volume deals with the anti-Copernican decree
issued by the Holy Office of the Catholic Church on 5
March 1616, and is being published on the occasion of
the fourth centenary of the promulgation of this ban.
Adopting a different perspective from the mainstream
of Galilean studies, this book aims to bring the
'entangled matter' of the anti-Copernican decree, which
has hitherto been overshadowed by the 1633 trial of
Galileo, into the foreground and give it the attention it
deserves. Composed of nine essays dedicated to the
causes, the promotion and the aftermath of the decree,
the book sheds light on various philosophical,
theological, political and cultural aspects of the
discussions that arose around the 'temerity' of
Copernicanism and, in the end, its prohibition by the
Church. The chapters form a mosaic whose pieces not
only contribute to the completion of the picture
outlined by other studies, both by building on their
conclusions and engaging in a fruitful dialogue with
them, but which also give new meaning to the whole
scenario.
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The Sun: One Thousand Years of Scientific
Imagery, by Katie Barrett and Harry Cliff (Science
Museum/Scala), Jan 2019, pp.120 (hardback, £15.00),
ISBN 9781785511721
This book, written
to accompany The
Sun: Living With
Our Star exhibition
at the Science
Museum, charts our
unwavering
fascination with the
Sun through a rich
collection of
scientific imagery.
From the first
sketch of a sunspot by a twelfth-century monk, to aweinspiring close-ups taken by orbiting spacecraft, these
images can also be appreciated as works of art; a
personal dedication from the theologians, artists and
astronomers who made them.
With never-before published photographs and
illustrations of eclipses and eruptions, the violent solar
surface and the planets that surround it, this book will
show you the Sun as you’ve never seen it before, as
well as the imaging processes that have helped
scientists and amateurs alike learn about our nearest
star.
When the Earth Was Flat: Studies in Ancient
Greek and Chinese Cosmology, by Dirk L. Couprie
(Springer), Jan 2019, pp.396 (hardback, £95.00), ISBN
9783319970516
This book is a sequel to
Heaven and Earth in
Ancient Greek Cosmology
(Springer 2011). With the
help of many pictures, the
reader is introduced into
the way of thinking of
ancient believers in a flat
earth. The first part offers
new interpretations of
several Presocratic
cosmologists and a critical
discussion of Aristotle’s
proofs that the earth is
spherical. The second part explains and discusses the
ancient Chinese system called gai tian. The last chapter
shows that, inadvertently, ancient arguments and ideas
return in the curious modern flat earth cosmologies.
Robert Grosseteste: Compotus, by Alfred Lohr and
C.Philipp E.Nothaft (Oxford University Press), Mar
2019, pp.304 (hardback, £85.00), ISBN
9780198827757
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Robert Grosseteste (1168/75-1253), Bishop of Lincoln
from 1235-1253, is widely recognized as one of the
key intellectual figures of medieval England and as a
trailblazer in the history of scientific methodology.
Few of his numerous philosophical and scientific
writings circulated as widely as the Compotus, a
treatise on time reckoning and calendrical astronomy
apparently written during
a period of study in Paris
in the 1220s. Besides its
strong and long-lasting
influence on later writers,
Grossteste's Compotus is
particularly noteworthy
for its innovatory
approach to the theory
and practice of the
ecclesiastical calendar.
Confronting traditional
computistical doctrines
with the lessons learned
from Graeco-Arabic
astronomy, Grosseteste
offered his readers a critical and reform-oriented take
on the discipline, in which he proposed a specific
version of the Islamic lunar as a substitute for the
failing nineteen-year cycle the Church still employed
to calculate the date of Easter. This new critical edition
of Grosseteste's Compotus contains the Latin text with
an en-face English translation. It is flanked by an
extensive introduction and chapter commentary.
Archaeoastronomy in the Roman World, by G.
Magli, A.C. González-García, J. Belmonte Aviles, E.
Antonello (Eds.) (Springer), Mar 2019, pp.205
(hardback, £89.99), ISBN 9783319970066
This book explores the
insights that Cultural
Astronomy provides into
the classical Roman world
by unveiling the ways in
which the Romans made
use of their knowledge
concerning the heavens,
and by shedding new light
on the interactions between
astronomy and heritage in
ancient Roman culture.
Leading experts in the field
present fascinating
information on how and why the Romans referred to
the sky when deciding upon the orientation of
particular monuments, temples, tombs and even urban
layouts.
When one considers astronomy in the Roman world it
is customary to think of the work and models of
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Ptolemy, and perhaps the Julian calendar or even the
sighting of the Star of Bethlehem. However, like many
other peoples in antiquity, the Romans interacted with
the heavens in deeper ways that exerted a profound
influence on their culture. This book will appeal to all
those who wish to learn more about the application of
astronomy in the lives and architecture of the Romans.

RECENT BOOKS MISSED
Mansfield & Sutton Astronomical Society: The first
46 years - a history of the society, by David F.
Collins (Independently published), Dec 2018, pp.125
(paperback, £12.99), ISBN 9781729288429
An account of the
history of the Mansfield
& Sutton Astronomical
Society, which was
formed by a group of
local amateur
astronomers in 1970.
The society continues
today to serve as a
gathering place for
fellow amateur
astronomers as well as
performing a lot of
public outreach,
including open evenings,
private group visits and offsite events.
History of the Observatory at the University of
Trnava, 1756-1785, by Alzbeta Holosova and
Henrieta Zazova (University of Trnava), 2013, pp.??
(paperback, £??), ISBN ??
The observatory at the
University of Trnava
operated for 30 years in the
second part of the 18th
century. Its director, Jesuit
father Frantisek (or
Franciscus) Weiss,
corresponded with famous
astronomers of the era (e.g.
M. Hell, J. E. Bode, C. F.
Cassini de Thury, N.-L. de
Lacaille, even Nevil
Maskelyne and many
others). It was the only professional observatory in the
Kingdom of Hungary (Slovakia was a part of it until
1918) at that time.
The book was released in Slovak in 2012 and
translated into English in 2013 (i.e not so ‘recent’, but
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worth bringing to the attention of UK historians of
astronomy).
Card Planispheres – A Collector’s Guide, by Peter
Greenwood (Orreries UK), Jun 2018, pp.84
(paperback, £27.50), ISBN 9780955133619
In this book are pictures
and descriptions of card
planispheres from the
author's large personal
collection, plus examples
from the collections of
other like-minded
enthusiasts. In all, over
200 different planispheres
from 1740 to 1980 are
shown together with sizes,
technical details and
background notes about
their designers and
publishers. This is the first reference book on the
subject to be published for the growing numbers of
card planisphere collectors.
Mercury, by William Sheehan (Reaktion Books), Nov
2018, pp.184 (hardback, £25.00), ISBN
9781789140125
In this up-to-date and
beautifully illustrated
volume, William
Sheehan brings our
understanding of the
planet into clear focus.
He deftly traces the
history from the earliest
observations right up to
the most recent
explorations using radar
and spacecraft. The
planet has been
surveyed in great detail, revealing vast volcanic plains,
water-ice deposits in craters near the poles, and a
remarkable core having the highest iron content of any
body of the Solar System. A fascinating world in its
own right, Mercury also holds important clues for
scientists attempting to better understand the origin
and evolution of the Earth.
Note: The descriptions of the books above are
largely taken from the publishers. They are not reviews
and do not imply endorsement by the SHA.
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SHA SUMMER PICNIC 2019
NORMAN LOCKYER OBSERVATORY
SIDMOUTH,DEVON
Sat 29 Jun 2019, 11.00 a.m. – 3.30 p.m.
Including a presentation on the History of the Observatory, a Planetarium show, and a guided tour of the
site, its instruments, and observatories.
A modest charge will apply (see next SHA e-News).

SHA RESEARCH GRANTS
SHA Small Research Grants are available for the period 1 November 2018 to 31 October 2019 and applications are solicited. The total amount allocated by the
Council for the current round is £1500. These grants
are made available to provide limited financial support
for members’ research.
Links to the application form and regulations for applicants are available on the Society’s Web site. Applications must be made using the application form. Appended to the regulations are some guidelines for
completing the case for support that forms part of
every application.

SHA ON THE ROAD
Recent events at which the SHA has had a stall include:


Birmingham & Midland Institute Heritage Day
(Sat 8 Sep 2018)
Federation of Astronomical Societies meeting in
York (Sat 22 Sep 2018)
The International Astronomy Show at
Stoneleigh Park (Fri 12- Sat 13 Oct 2018)
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AWARD FOR AUTHORS
The Historical Astronomy Division (HAD) of the
American Astronomical Society (AAS) has presented
the 2019 Donald E. Osterbrock Book Prize for Historical Astronomy to Stella Cottam and Wayne Orchiston for their publication “Eclipses, Transits, and Comets of the Nineteenth Century: How America’s Perception of the Skies Changed” (Springer, 2015).
The citation reads: ‘In this richly illustrated volume,
the authors combine an analysis of the treatment of
astronomy in periodicals and newspapers (especially
the New York Times) with a mastery of the secondary
literature to provide a scholarly yet readable treatment
of the popularization of astronomy in the United States
in the 19th century. The book reminds us that the press
of that era extensively covered rare or spectacular astronomical occurrences - for example, solar eclipses,
transits of Venus, and grand meteor showers - as important, newsworthy events.’

WEB-LINKS NOTICED
Journal of Mediterranean Archaeology and Archaeometry
The Proceedings of the joint conference INSAP/SEAC/OXFORD, which took place in 2017, in
Santiago de Compostela, Spain can be found in Volume 18, Issue 4, of the Journal of Mediterranean Archaeology and Archaeometry.

The Renaissance Mathematicus
A long-standing blog site by Thony Christie with lots
of profusely illustrated and thought-provoking posts
about the history of astronomy.

Forthcoming event stalls will include:


Webb Deep Sky meeting, Institute of Astronomy, Cambridge (Sat 15 Jun 2019)

If you are aware of future events, which would be
suitable for a SHA stall, please let us know.

SHA FEATURE IN ARCHAEOLOGY
MAGAZINE
The Society for the History of Astronomy was the
subject of a full-page feature in the January 2019 issue
of Current Archaeology, the UK’s biggest selling archaeology magazine.

This Month in Astronomical History
The American Astronomical Society continues its series of postings each month about notable events in the
history of astronomy. The one for December 2018
(posted in January 2019) describes the discovery of the
first Cepheid variable and the puzzling issue of how
cepheids got their name.
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OTHER MEETINGS, COURSES &
EXHIBITIONS NOTICED (non-SHA)

History of Astronomy Evening
Institute of Astronomy, Cambridge

BAA Historical Section Conference
2019

Wed 13 Mar 2019, 19.00-21.00 GMT, at the Institute
of Astronomy, Madingley Road, Cambridge, CB3
0HA. An evening dedicated to the history of astronomy. Featuring a lecture, an exhibition provided by the
Whipple museum, and (weather-dependent!) stargazing.

Sat 8 Jun 2019 at the West Berkshire Mencap Centre, Enborne Gate, Town Centre, Newbury (the meeting place of Newbury AS, who will be the hosts for the
day).
The organisers are in the early stages of arranging
the speaker program. At present it features Eddie Carpenter and Bill Barton, who are both well-known to
the SHA, and Sian Prosser, the RAS Librarian & Archivist. Eddie will be giving a talk on the history of
visual aids in astronomy since 1800, based around his
Magic Lantern slides; Bill will talk about Fiametta
Wilson, former Meteor Section Director of the BAA. It
is hoped that Sian will be speaking about using the
RAS library and other resources for research. No overall theme has yet been decided.

NDXIV History of Astronomy Workshop: 19-23 June 2019
19-23 Jun 2019 at the University of Notre Dame, in
South Bend, Indiana, USA
This will be the Fourteenth Biennial History of Astronomy Workshop (NDXIV). As in prior years, the
workshop will include a one-day trip to the Adler
Planetarium in Chicago.
The theme of the upcoming conference will be Images in the History of Astronomy, recognizing the
broad variety of roles that images, both captured and
created, have played in the historical development of
astronomy. The guest speaker, Omar Nasim, Professor
for the History of Science at the University of Regensburg (Germany), is a leading scholar on image-making
and visualization in astronomy, following up his
award-winning book Observing by Hand: Sketching
the Nebulae in the Nineteenth Century with new research on astrophotography.
The full Call for Papers and Session Proposals has
been circulated and is available on the conference
webpage. Ideas regarding organizing a session proposal or sponsoring a workshop event should be sent to
Sarah Reynolds at reynoldssj@uindy.edu.

The Ocean Tide and the Port of
Liverpool
Sat 11 May 2019. 10 a.m – 4.30 p.m. A meeting at the
Merseyside Maritime Museum open to anyone interested in the tides and the port of Liverpool.
This meeting is organised by the National Oceanography Centre and the University of Liverpool, It marks
the 100th anniversary of the world-famous Liverpool
Tidal Institute, founded at Liverpool University in
1919 before moving to Bidston Observatory on the
Wirral. Most of the speakers below come from the National Oceanography Centre and Liverpool University
and are some of the world experts on these topics.
From 1 - 4.30 pm there will be an open day at the National Oceanography Centre, 6 Brownlow Street, Liverpool for anyone to see the two historical Tide Prediction Machines on display there. These two machines
were used by Arthur Doodson, Director of the Liverpool Tidal Institute. One of them was used to make
tidal computations for the D-Day landings in World
War II.

INFORMATION WANTED
John Herschel and Edward
Bromhead
A request from SHA member Stephen Case (Associate Professor, Reed Hall of Science & Director, Strickler Planetarium)
I am a historian of astronomy in the United States
working on John Herschel. My current project involves research into Herschel’s early career. For this
work I’m trying to track down correspondence between John Herschel and the mathematician Edward
Bromhead (1789–1855).
This correspondence dates from Herschel’s time at
Cambridge and the formation of the Analytical Society, of which Bromhead was a member. The Canadian
historian of science Phil Enros viewed this correspondence, which was held by the Bromhead descendants
at Thurlby Hall, Lincolnshire, in the late 1970s or early
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1980s. However, from what I can ascertain it has not
been examined since.
The National Archives lists the Bromhead correspondence as being in private hands and directs inquiries to the Lincolnshire Archives. I have contacted both
the Lincolnshire Archives and the Lincolnshire Historical Society, but other than learning that Thurlby
Hall has since changed hands, no one has been able to
provide information on the whereabouts of this correspondence.
I’m curious whether any SHA members have any information regarding the whereabouts of this correspondence. Please direct replies to scase@olivet.edu.

Identity of Smith-Clarke Telescope
SHA member Adrian Padfield published a four-page
paper on The Astronomy of George Thomas SmithClarke (1884-1960) in the Spring 2018 issue of the
SHA Bulletin. This described some of the impressive
large telescopes constructed by Smith-Clarke, including an 18-inch Newtonian/Nasmyth reflector. Now
Adrian has discovered, in the Alvis Archive, a photo of
a much smaller telescope belonging to Smith-Clarke
(see below).
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Adrian says, “It may be his original 6" Cooke refractor and I wondered if members of SHA might be able
to identify it. My specific queries are:
Is it a Cooke refractor?
What size? (6-inch or 8-inch).
Can it be dated? I think it is pre 1924.”
Adrian adds that Smith-Clarke moved to a new place
in 1924/5, and had a bigger telescope by 1928. He
gave the Cooke to the Astronomical Society of Coventry Tech in 1940.
Please direct replies to a.padfield@sheffield.ac.uk

SHA SURVEY NEWS
Amongst the latest entries on the Survey webpages
are the following (all submitted by Bill Barton):
William Frederick King (1854-1916) – Suffolk page
Henry Ernest Kersey (1876-1948) – Suffolk page
David Booth (1890-1937) – West Ridings, Yorkshire.
Booth had a telescope making business in Leeds and
was instrumental in re-establishing the Leeds Astronomical Society in 1892.
Reginald Lawson Waterfield (1900-1986) – Surrey
page.
Catharine Octavia Stevens (1865-1959), Bradfield,
Berkshire and educated by tutors. A woman of independent means who described herself as an astronomer
in Census returns. Stevens was a founder member of
the British Astronomical Association, of which she
was Meteor Section Director (1905-11). In 1910, she
built a house-cum-observatory at Boar Hill, Oxford,
where she lived until 1956. Her work was published in
the JBAA, Knowledge, Nature and the Observatory. In
addition she went on three BAA solar eclipse expedition between 1900 and 1932.

e-News CONTACT DETAILS
Communications relating to SHA e-News should be
sent to the Editor: enews@shastro.org.uk

Image credit: Alvis Archive Trust

General communications to the Society should be
sent to the General Secretary (Laura Carroll): lauracarroll55@hotmail.com
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ASTRONOMERS MEMORIALISED
Percival Lowell
by John Moffat
In this new regular feature, I will be looking at
graves or memorials to a particular astronomer endeavouring to offer some interpretation of their commemoration which, may, possibly in some cases, add
to our understanding of the astronomer. Finally, I will
highlight any threats to the memorial, possibly triggering efforts to help preserve the memorial (as occurred
with the Norman Lockyer memorial last year, though I
can claim no influence here).

FOUNDER DIRECTOR ENDOWER
LOWELL OBSERVATORY
DIED FLAGSTAFF ARIZONA
NOVEMBER 12 1916
WHERE HIS BODY IS ENTOMBED
REVALAVIT MARTEM
We cannot but admire the neat trick of the stone mason maintaining his lines by overlapping the letter O.
We will also note the letters u replaced by the letter v.
This was common practice at the time. However, this
can get confusing when the letter v is intended, as is
the case with the Latin inscription, revelavit martem.
The meaning of which is, “He revealed/unveiled
Mars”.
We also see oak motifs throughout the tablet which
in cemetery symbolism has multiple meanings. However, when we now consider the rough column behind
the tablet (the width of which is neatly mirrored by the
tablet), we can see that it is in fact part of a petrified
tree, possibly oak, leading to the conclusion that the
strength, perseverance and longevity meanings are intended. Certainly, this adds a unique character to the

The Lowell memorial we see here is in the Lowell
family plot at Mount Auburn Cemetery in Boston,
USA.
The grey granite plaque serves to commemorate the
man and does not mark his burial place, which is in his
mausoleum at Flagstaff. The inscription is incised in
roman typeface and numerals, a frequent device for
adding status to laudatory inscriptions. We read;
TRIBUTE IN REMEMBRANCE
PERCIVAL LOWELL
ASTRONOMER
ELDEST SON OF
KATHERINE LAWRENCE
AND AUGUSTUS LOWELL
BORN BOSTON MASSACSETTS
MARCH 13 1855
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memorial, I know of no other cemetery memorial
which employs a petrified tree.
Of course, we must remember that it is unlikely
Lowell himself would have designed the memorial: we
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When we consider the faith aspect of the memorial
which we find is devoid of Christian symbolism. Despite statements to the contrary he was probably agnostic [ref.1] and I feel sure that Lowell would have
approved of the secular nature of the memorial.
Is the memorial likely to stand the test of time? Almost certainly, as it is located in Mount Auburn Cemetery, which has National Monument status and is one
of the best managed and maintained cemeteries I have
visited. The wonderful calligraphy will not fade on
grey granite, probably the most durable of all cemetery
materials. The petrified tree has certainly already
passed the test of time!
References;
1.

Strauss, David (2001), Percival Lowell: The
Culture and Science of a Boston Brahmin, Havard
University
Press,
p.280
(ISBN
9780674002913). “Though Lowell claimed to,
“stick to the church, (doubtless from my religious training),” he was an agnostic and hostile
to Christianity.”

HOW TO USE THE JACOB’S STAFF
Percival Lowell, c.1904 (image: Library of Congress)
are almost certainly seeing the work of his wife Constance. Indeed, a common thread in astronomical memorials is the determination of astronomers’ wives to
preserve their husband’s place in posterity. Constance
is perhaps the classic example, as she soldiered relentlessly onwards, employing “revelavit martem” at least
five years after her husband’s primary work was disproved by the 1909 Mount Wilson observations,
(which concluded that the canals were geological features). Further onwards she was even pushing for Pluto
to be named after husband!

Hopefully, all will be revealed at the SHA Spring Conference 2019 in Oxford. Daniel Ravier, President of
the OCEAN Association (Observation Céleste des Astres et Nébuleuses) in Chazay d’Azergues, Lyon,
France, will be demonstrating how to use this historic
instrument.
Jacob’s Staff, sometimes referred to as the radius astronomicus, was used in medieval astronomy for
measuring celestial angles, including altitudes and mutual separations.

We should remember that Lowell was by no means
alone in the astronomical pantheon in making significant mistakes and that, somewhat ironically perhaps,
he pioneered the concept of placing observatories in
locations which provided good seeing conditions.

Daniel, in period costume, with Jacob’s Staff
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SHA CALENDAR
MONTH
2019
JAN
FEB
MAR
APR
MAY
JUN
JUL
AUG
SEP
OCT
NOV
DEC

SHA EVENT OR PUBLICATION

VENUE

SHA e-News (1-5 Feb)
SHA Bulletin 31 (1 Apr)
SHA Spring Conference (12-13 Apr) – UK-French special
SHA e-News (1-5 May)
The Antiquarian Astronomer (Jun)
SHA Summer Picnic (29 Jun)

Oxford

Sidmouth,
Devon

SHA e-News (1-5 Aug)
SHA Bulletin 30 (1 Oct)
SHA Autumn Conference & AGM (26 Oct)
SHA e-News (1-5 Nov)

Birmingham
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